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Winner of the 2015 Man Booker Prize One of Entertainment Weekly's Top 10 Books of the Decade One of the Top 10 Books of 2014 –
Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times A “thrilling, ambitious . . . intense” (Los Angeles Times) novel that explores the attempted
assassination of Bob Marley in the late 1970s, from the author of Black Leopard, Red Wolf In A Brief History of Seven Killings, Marlon
James combines brilliant storytelling with his unrivaled skills of characterization and meticulous eye for detail to forge an enthralling novel
of dazzling ambition and scope. On December 3, 1976, just before the Jamaican general election and two days before Bob Marley was to
play the Smile Jamaica Concert to ease political tensions in Kingston, seven gunmen stormed the singer’s house, machine guns blazing.
The attack wounded Marley, his wife, and his manager, and injured several others. Little was officially released about the gunmen, but
much has been whispered, gossiped and sung about in the streets of West Kingston. Rumors abound regarding the assassins’ fates, and
there are suspicions that the attack was politically motivated. A Brief History of Seven Killings delves deep into that dangerous and
unstable time in Jamaica’s history and beyond. James deftly chronicles the lives of a host of unforgettable characters – gunmen, drug
dealers, one-night stands, CIA agents, even ghosts – over the course of thirty years as they roam the streets of 1970s Kingston, dominate
the crack houses of 1980s New York, and ultimately reemerge into the radically altered Jamaica of the 1990s. Along the way, they learn
that evil does indeed cast long shadows, that justice and retribution are inextricably linked, and that no one can truly escape his fate.
Gripping and inventive, shocking and irresistible, A Brief History of Seven Killings is a mesmerizing modern classic of power, mystery, and
insight.
The 7 1⁄2 Deaths of Evelyn HardcastleSourcebooks, Inc.
The Masque of the Red Death Edgar Allan Poe - The story is said in the most enthralling manner that it makes it very interesting as well
as introspective. Even though it appears to be very literal but the crux of the matter is all about the inevitability of death. The prince
thought that with his power and position he could defy the plague that caused death in his kingdom. But eventually even he is not spared
because on the figurative level it is not a plague but death itself, that does not spare anyone. Prince Prospero's intentions and
preparations did not stand a chance when death decided to take him on.
'A dark, disturbing and highly original thriller' MARK BILLINGHAM 'Haunting, twisted and compelling' C.L. TAYLOR 'Clever, dark, unusual
and full of genuine surprises' LOUISE BEECH 'One of the highlights of my reading year. A deliciously dark masterpiece' HELEN
FITZGERALD 'A brilliantly original thriller, dark and brooding, with a real emotional punch' DOUG JOHNSTONE Death is not the end. For
Grace McGill, it's only the beginning. When people die alone and undiscovered, it's her job to clean up what's left behind - whether it's
clutter, bodily remains or dark secrets. When an old man lies undetected in his flat for months, it seems an unremarkable life and an
unnoticed death. But Grace knows that everyone has a story and that all deaths mean something more. font size="+1"A STAND-OUT
NOVEL WITH A UNIQUE NARRATIVE VOICE AND AN UNGUESSABLE MYSTERY, YOU ARE GUARANTEED TO REMEMBER GRACE McGILL.
Reader praise for The Undiscovered Deaths of Grace McGill: 'A twisted story of undiscovered deaths and twisted minds, of people of little
or no morality and Grace right in the thick of it, setting records straight and doing good in her own inimitable way' 'Wow! What an
absolute stunner of a book. This was so different to a lot of the books out there at the moment. Totally gripping and thrilling and I couldn't
stop reading it although I really didn't want to finish it!' 'A premise that, gratifyingly, delivers the goods in spades and does so with a
superbly well drawn cast of characters and a rather unique, well written, often dark narrative. Compelling and wholly engaging reading.
Top notch' 'The story was engrossing and I couldn't wait to see where it would go. I highly recommend this' 'A masterpiece'
A Toni Day Mystery
Seven Deaths of an Empire
Scales of Justice
Where the Truth Lies
The Undiscovered Deaths of Grace McGill

She was slipping away. The further she fell, the closer the clouds seemed to come. Wispy transparent slipstreams of white. Cirrus.
Pain smashed her head. Floating … When investigative journalist Chrissie O’Brian lands a senior job at The Argus, she is desperate
to escape the nightmares of her past. Her life has become a daily battle to numb the pain. But her job is something she can do better
than anyone else – and the only thing that keeps the memories at bay. A face-off on the waterfront between the unions and big
business is just the kind of story to get her career back on track. But after a dockworker who confided in her turns up dead, Chrissie
becomes obsessed with unravelling the truth. When a gruesome threat lands on her desk, it's clear someone is prepared to do
anything to stop her. But who is more dangerous – a ruthless enemy or a woman pushed to the edge? Used to fighting her own
demons, this is one battle Chrissie is determined not to lose. Where the Truth Lies was a 2020 Ned Kelly Award finalist for best
debut. It was shortlisted for the prestigious Unpublished Manuscript Award in the 2017 Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards, the
same award Jane Harper won for The Dry. Shortlisted for the 2021 Ngaio Marsh Awards – Best First Novel. ‘A complex and
compelling debut that’s impossible to put down!’ CHRISTIAN WHITE, bestselling author of The Nowhere Child, The Wife and the
Widow 'A clever, explosive thriller ... I love Kilmore’s flawed heroine’s feistiness and her determination to take on the old boys’
network. Truly impressive' PETRONELLA MCGOVERN, bestselling author of Six Minutes ‘Kilmore holds an unflinching mirror up
to Melbourne’s darker side in this gritty tale full of twists, packed with compelling characters. An exciting new voice in Australian
crime fiction’ JANE HARPER, bestselling author of The Dry, Force of Nature, The Lost Man ‘A gripping and gritty novel
introducing a heroine who’s just as layered and complex’ Who magazine ‘The breakout hit of the year’ Woman’s Day ‘Chrissie’s
desperate race to uncover the truth will have you hooked’ Herald Sun ‘Excellent Aussie crime, with polished writing, great
structure, compelling characters and a vivid Melbourne setting. There is a lot of buzz around this book and rightly so. It’s a fantastic
read and definitely one you need to get your hands on immediately’ Better Reading ‘Journalist Karina Kilmore brings a wealth of
insider knowledge to this explosive crime thriller.’ Australian Women’s Weekly 'It’s easy to see why everyone’s talking about this
debut novel.’ Newtown Review of Books ‘Reading this reminded me of Sara Peretsky’s first books … there’s every chance we’re
seeing the beginning of a substantial antipodean series that will inform and analyse while it entertains’ The Australian
From Calabria to Connecticut: a sweeping family saga about sisterhood, secrets, Italian immigration, the American dream, and one
woman's tenacious fight against her own fate For Stella Fortuna, death has always been a part of life. Stella’s childhood is full of
strange, life-threatening incidents—moments where ordinary situations like cooking eggplant or feeding the pigs inexplicably take
lethal turns. Even Stella’s own mother is convinced that her daughter is cursed or haunted. In her rugged Italian village, Stella is
considered an oddity—beautiful and smart, insolent and cold. Stella uses her peculiar toughness to protect her slower, plainer baby
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sister Tina from life’s harshest realities. But she also provokes the ire of her father Antonio: a man who demands subservience from
women and whose greatest gift to his family is his absence. When the Fortunas emigrate to America on the cusp of World War II,
Stella and Tina must come of age side-by-side in a hostile new world with strict expectations for each of them. Soon Stella learns that
her survival is worthless without the one thing her family will deny her at any cost: her independence. In present-day Connecticut,
one family member tells this heartrending story, determined to understand the persisting rift between the now-elderly Stella and Tina.
A richly told debut, The Seven or Eight Deaths of Stella Fortuna is a tale of family transgressions as ancient and twisted as the olive
branch that could heal them. “Witty and deeply felt.” —Entertainment Weekly (New and Notable) “The Seven or Eight Deaths of
Stella Fortuna achieves what no sweeping history lesson about American immigrants could: It brings to life a woman that time and
history would have ignored.” —Washington Post
Mystery crime fiction written in the Golden Age of Murder "Originally published in 1939, this reissue in the British Library Crime
Classics series from Farjeon (1883-1955) is a standout, with a particularly horrifying opening." —Publishers Weekly STARRED
review Ted Lyte, amateur thief, has chosen an isolated house by the coast for his first robbery. But Haven House is no ordinary
country home. While hunting for silverware to steal, Ted stumbles upon a locked room containing seven dead bodies. Detective
Inspector Kendall takes on the case with the help of passing yachtsman Thomas Hazeldean. The search for the house's absent owners
brings Hazeldean across the Channel to Boulogne, where he finds more than one motive to stay and investigate. Seven Dead is an
atmospheric crime novel first published in 1939.
"Agatha Christie meets Groundhog Day...quite unlike anything I've ever read, and altogether triumphant."—A. J. Finn, #1 New York
Times-bestselling author of The Woman in the Window The Rules of Blackheath Evelyn Hardcastle will be murdered at 11:00 p.m.
There are eight days, and eight witnesses for you to inhabit. We will only let you escape once you tell us the name of the killer.
Understood? Then let's begin... *** Evelyn Hardcastle will die. Every day until Aiden Bishop can identify her killer and break the
cycle. But every time the day begins again, Aiden wakes up in the body of a different guest. And some of his hosts are more helpful
than others. For fans of Claire North and Kate Atkinson, The 71?2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle is a breathlessly addictive novel that
follows one man's race against time to find a killer—but an astonishing time-turning twist means that nothing and no one are quite
what they seem. Praise for The 7 1?2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle: Costa First Novel Award 2018 Winner One of Stylist Magazine's
20 Must-Read Books of 2018 One of Harper's Bazaar's 10 Must-Read Books of 2018 One of Guardian's Best Books of 2018
Chronicle of a Death Foretold
How I Lost You
Saturdays at Noon
The True Story of a Body at the Belvedere
A Cajun Country Mystery
Dr. Kay Scarpetta plunges into the murky depths of a ship graveyard to recover the very human remains of Ted Eddings, an
investigative reporter. Together with her niece Lucy and police captain Pete Marino, Scarpetta will follow the scents of death and
violence to the heart of sinister darkness. *San Francisco Chronicle
Nearly 4,000 years ago in Egypt, Nofret, the beautiful concubine,was murdered. The possible murderers in the master's family were
the next to die.
When a child is murdered, everyone gets a life sentence. When ten-year-old Josh Banks's body is discovered dumped on waste ground,
Detective Sergeant Bev Morriss wants justice. She's not alone. Everyone hates child killers - even hardened criminals. Tip-offs trickle
in, and the new press liaison officer has his work cut out when the squad springs a leak. Trial by redtop is the least of the cops'
worries... 7th in Maureen Carter's Birmingham-based 'Bev Morriss' police series.
Unchecked urbanization has begun to eclipse the North Carolina countryside. As farms give way to shoddy mansions, farmers struggle
to slow the rampant growth. In the shadows, corrupt county commissioners use their political leverage to make profitable deals with
new developers. A murder will pull Judge Deborah Knott and Sheriff's Deputy Dwight Bryant into the middle of this bitter dispute
and force them to confront some dark realities.
Lies You Never Told Me
Death's Half Acre
Seven Dead
Seven Fallen Feathers Indigo special ed.
Winner of the Costa First Novel Award: a mind bending, time bending murder mystery

A quiet English village is plagued by a fiendish serial killer in Queen of Mystery Agatha
Christie’s classic thriller, Murder is Easy. Luke Fitzwilliam does not believe Miss
Pinkerton’s wild allegation that a multiple murderer is at work in the quiet English
village of Wychwood and that her local doctor is next in line. But within hours, Miss
Pinkerton has been killed in a hit-and-run car accident. Mere coincidence? Luke is
inclined to think so—until he reads in the Times of the unexpected demise of Wychwood’s
Dr. Humbleby.…
When ten people arrive on private Indian Island off England's southwest coast, lured to a
mansion by invitations from a mysterious host, terror mounts as one guest after another
is murdered, in a classic whodunit that is an elaboration of the famous children's rhyme
"Ten Little Indians." Reader's Guide included. Reprint. 100,000 first printing.
A Pulitzer Prize-winning doctor, reporter and author of War Hospital reconstructs five
days at Memorial Medical Center after Hurricane Katrina destroyed its generators to
reveal how caregivers were forced to make life-and-death decisions without essential
resources. Reprint. A best-selling book. On the NYT list of 10 Best Books of 2013.
The Emperor is dead. Long live the Empire. General Bordan has a lifetime of duty and
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sacrifice behind him in the service of the Empire. But with rebellion brewing in the
countryside, and assassins, thieves and politicians vying for power in the city, it is
all Bordan can do to protect the heir to the throne. Apprentice Magician Kyron is
assigned to the late Emperor’s honour guard escorting his body on the long road back to
the capital. Mistrusted and feared by his own people, even a magician’s power may fail
when enemies emerge from the forests, for whoever is in control of the Emperor’s body,
controls the succession. Seven lives and seven deaths to seal the fate of the Empire.
The Masque of the Red Death
Death by Autopsy
Canticle Creek
The Sunday Times Bestseller and Winner of the Costa First Novel Award
A Brief History of Seven Killings
An Unexplained Death is an obsessive investigation into a mysterious death at the Belvedere—a
once-grand hotel—and a poignant, gripping meditation on suicide and voyeurism “The poster is
new. I notice it right away, taped to a utility pole. Beneath the word ‘Missing,’ printed in a
bold, high-impact font, are two sepia-toned photographs of a man dressed in a bow tie and tux.”
Most people would keep walking. Maybe they’d pay a bit closer attention to the local news that
evening. Mikita Brottman spent ten years sifting through the details of the missing man’s life
and disappearance, and his purported suicide by jumping from the roof of her own apartment
building, the Belvedere. As Brottman delves into the murky circumstances surrounding Rey
Rivera’s death—which begins to look more and more like a murder—she contemplates the nature of
and motives behind suicide, and uncovers a haunting pattern of guests at the Belvedere, when it
was still a historic hotel, taking their own lives on the premises. Finally, she fearlessly
takes us to the edge of her own morbid curiosity and asks us to consider our own darker impulses
and obsessions.
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN eBOOK! A man returns to the town where a baffling murder took
place 27 years earlier, determined to get to the bottom of the story. Just hours after marrying
the beautiful Angela Vicario, everyone agrees, Bayardo San Roman returned his bride in disgrace
to her parents. Her distraught family forced her to name her first lover; and her twin brothers
announced their intention to murder Santiago Nasar for dishonoring their sister. Yet if everyone
knew the murder was going to happen, why did no one intervene to stop it? The more that is
learned, the less is understood, and as the story races to its inexplicable conclusion, an
entire society--not just a pair of murderers—is put on trial. Gabriel García Márquez was born in
Colombia in 1927. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1982. He is the author of many
works of fiction and nonfiction, including One Hundred Years of Solitude, Love In The Time
Cholera, The Autumn Of The Patriarch, The General In His Labyrinth, and News Of A Kidnapping. He
died in 2014.
A National Post Bestseller! How did Tom Thomson die in the summer of 1917? Was landscape painter
Tom Thomson shot by poachers, or by a German-American draft dodger? Did a blow from a canoe
paddle knock him unconscious and into the water? Was he fatally injured in a drunken fight? Did
he end his life out of fear of being forced to marry his pregnant girlfriend? Commemorating the
one-hundredth anniversary of the death of the renowned Canadian landscape painter, The Many
Deaths of Tom Thomson offers an authoritative review of the historical record, as well as some
theories you might not have thought of in a hundred years. Cultural historian Gregory Klages
surveys first-hand testimony and archival records about Thomson’s tragic demise, attempting to
sort fact from legend in the death of this Canadian icon.
Discover the emotionally gripping and uplifting page-turner that will put a smile on your face
'Heart-breaking and full of hope' WOMAN & HOME 'Wonderful, compassionate, unpredictable' GRAEME
SIMSION, author of THE ROSIE PROJECT 'I genuinely couldn't recommend Saturdays At Noon enough'
5***** READER REVIEW ________ EMILY JUST WANTS TO KEEP THE WORLD AWAY. After getting into
trouble yet again, she's agreed to attend anger management classes. But she refuses to share her
deepest secrets with a room full of strangers. JAKE JUST WANTS TO KEEP HIS FAMILY TOGETHER.
He'll do anything to save his marriage and bond with his six-year-old son, Alfie. But when he's
paired with spiky Emily, he wonders whether opening up will do more harm than good. The two of
them couldn't be more different. Yet when Alfie, who never likes strangers, meets Emily,
something extraordinary happens. COULD ONE SMALL BOY CHANGE EVERYTHING? _________ 'Totally
loveable and completely unforgettable' CLAIRE POOLEY 'I loved this book' KATIE FFORDE Readers
LOVE Saturdays at Noon . . . 'Such a special book . . . the characters jump off the page and
pull you immediately into their world' 5***** Reader Review 'This book was FANTASTIC. When I
wasn't reading it I couldn't stop thinking about it' 5***** Reader Review 'Outstanding. I have
goosebumps typing this review . . . The story telling is the best I have read in a long time'
5***** Reader Review Longlisted for the Guardian's 'Not The Booker' prize!
Separating Fact from Fiction
Death Line
The Many Deaths of Tom Thomson
Five Deaths for Seven Songbirds
Seven American Deaths and Disasters
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A brilliantly original high concept murder mystery from a fantastic new talent: Gosford Park meets Agatha Christie's Murder on the Orient
Express 'Somebody's going to be murdered at the ball tonight. It won't appear to be a murder and so the murderer won't be caught. Rectify that
injustice and I'll show you the way out.' It is meant to be a celebration but it ends in tragedy. As fireworks explode overhead, Evelyn Hardcastle,
the young and beautiful daughter of the house, is killed. But Evelyn will not die just once. Until Aiden - one of the guests summoned to
Blackheath for the party - can solve her murder, the day will repeat itself, over and over again. Every time ending with the fateful pistol shot.
The only way to break this cycle is to identify the killer. But each time the day begins again, Aiden wakes in the body of a different guest. And
someone is determined to prevent him ever escaping Blackheath...
"Compulsively readable."—New York Times Book Review Named a Best Book of 2020 by The Guardian, Daily Mail, Financial Times, The
Independent, Publishers Weekly, and more. The extraordinary new thriller from Stuart Turton, author of the bestselling murder mystery The 7
1/2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle, winner of the Costa Best First Novel Award. A murder on the high seas. A remarkable detective duo. A
demon who may or may not exist. It's 1634, and Samuel Pipps, the world's greatest detective, is being transported to Amsterdam to be executed
for a crime he may, or may not, have committed. Traveling with him is his loyal bodyguard, Arent Hayes, who is determined to prove his friend
innocent. Among the other guests is Sara Wessel, a noblewoman with a secret. But no sooner is their ship out to sea than devilry begins to
blight the voyage. A strange symbol appears on the sail. A dead leper stalks the decks. Livestock dies in the night. And then the passengers hear
a terrible voice, whispering to them in the darkness, promising three unholy miracles, followed by a slaughter. First an impossible pursuit.
Second an impossible theft. And third an impossible murder. Could a demon be responsible for their misfortunes? With Pipps imprisoned, only
Arent and Sara can solve a mystery that stretches back into their past and now threatens to sink the ship, killing everybody on board. Shirley
Jackson meets Sherlock Holmes in this chilling thriller of supernatural horror, occult suspicion, and paranormal mystery on the high seas.
The quiet village of Swevenings seems a paradise, until the savagely beaten body of a local lord is found near a stream, and the playground of
British aristocrats is soiled by murder and intrigue, but Inspector Roderick Alleyn of Scotland Yard may be able to restore the peace. Reprint.
"A fresh, funny, audacious debut novel about a Bridget Jones-like twenty-something who discovers that she may have simply been looking for
love -- and, ahem, pleasure -- in all the wrong places (aka: from men)"-The must-read, incredible voice-driven mystery thriller
The Seven or Eight Deaths of Stella Fortuna
Invitation to the Waltz
Cause of Death
The Blood Card

One of Stylist Magazine's 20 Must-Read Books of 2018 One of Harper's Bazaar's 10 Must-Read Books of 2018 One of Marie Claire, Australia's 10 Books
You Absolutely Have to Read in 2018 The Rules of Blackheath Evelyn Hardcastle will be murdered at 11:00 p.m. There are eight days, and eight witnesses
for you to inhabit. We will only let you escape once you tell us the name of the killer. Understood? Then let's begin... *** Evelyn Hardcastle will die. Every
day until Aiden Bishop can identify her killer and break the cycle. But every time the day begins again, Aiden wakes up in the body of a different guest. And
some of his hosts are more helpful than others... The most inventive debut of the year twists together a mystery of such unexpected creativity it will leave
readers guessing until the very last page.
Humanity is on the verge of discovering immortality. As a result, the avatar of Death is cast down to Earth to live a mortal life in Mumbai as twentysomething Laila Starr. Struggling with her newfound mortality, Laila has found a way to be placed in the time and place where the creator of immortality
will be born. Will Laila take her chance to stop mankind from permanently altering the cycle of life, or will death really become a thing of the past? A
powerful new graphic novel from award-winning writer Ram V (These Savage Shores, Swamp Thing) and Filipe Andrade (Captain Marvel) that explores
the fine line between living and dying through the lens of magical realism. Collects The Many Deaths of Laila Starr #1-5.
‘The writing is generous and whip-smart, with sentences that will stop readers in their tracks to savour them ... Heart-racing twists propel the novel to its
denouement, while the oppressive heat and arid landscape add an extra layer of threat to the unfolding drama.’- Books + Publishing Two bodies. One long
hot summer. A town that will never be the same. When Adam Lawson's wrecked car is found a kilometre from Daisy Baker’s body, the whole town assumes
it’s an open and shut case. But Jesse Redpath isn’t from Canticle Creek. Where she comes from, the truth often hides in plain sight, but only if you know
where to look. When Jesse starts to ask awkward questions, she uncovers a town full of contradictions and a cast of characters with dark pasts, secrets to
hide and even more to lose. As the temperature soars, and the ground bakes, the wilderness surrounding Canticle Creek becomes a powderkeg waiting to
explode. All it needs is one spark. A twisty crime thriller set in small town Australia perfect for readers of The Dry and Scrublands.
Elizabeth II’s coronation is looming, but DI Edgar Stephens is busy investigating the death of a local fortune-teller. Meanwhile, his old pal, the magician
Max Mephisto, is rehearsing for his television debut, a coronation day variety show. But upon hearing that their wartime commander, Colonel Cartwright,
has been found dead in his flat, the two men join forces to find out what happened. While Max is stuck in rehearsals, Edgar finds himself heading to New
York, hot on the trail of a mesmerist he’s sure has valuable information for them—and his trusty sergeant, Emma, investigates some important leads at
home. As the clock ticks down to coronation day, the team must scramble to keep Max’s small-screen debut from ending in a dangerously explosive finale.
Racism, Death, and Hard Truths in a Northern City
An Unexplained Death
The 7 1?2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle
An uplifting, emotional and unpredictable page-turner to make you smile
Murder Is Easy

Takahiro O’Leary has a very special job… …working for the Axon Corporation as an explorer of
parallel timelines—as many and as varied as anyone could imagine. A great gig—until information
he brought back gave Axon the means to maximize profits by changing the past, present, and
future of this world. If Axon succeeds, Tak will lose Samira Moheb, the woman he has loved since
high school—because her future will cease to exist. A veteran of the Iraq War suffering from
post-traumatic stress disorder, Samira can barely function in her everyday life, much less deal
with Tak’s ravings of multiple realities. The only way to save her is for Tak to use the time
travel device he “borrowed” to transport them both to an alternate timeline. But what neither
Tak nor Axon knows is that the actual inventor of the device is searching for a timeline called
the Beautiful Land—and he intends to destroy every other possible present and future to find it.
The switch is thrown, and reality begins to warp—horribly. And Tak realizes that to save Sam, he
must save the entire world…
Can you solve the mystery of Evelyn Hardcastle? WINNER OF THE COSTA FIRST NOVEL AWARD WINNER OF
THE BOOKS ARE MY BAG NOVEL AWARD A WATERSTONES THRILLER OF THE MONTH SHORTLISTED FOR THE
SPECSAVERS NATIONAL BOOK AWARDS SHORTLISTED FOR THE BRITISH BOOK AWARDS DEBUT OF THE YEAR
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LONGLISTED FOR THE THEAKSTON OLD PECULIER CRIME NOVEL OF THE YEAR Gosford Park meets Groundhog
Day by way of Agatha Christie and Black Mirror – the most inventive story you'll read Tonight,
Evelyn Hardcastle will be killed ... Again It is meant to be a celebration but it ends in
tragedy. As fireworks explode overhead, Evelyn Hardcastle, the young and beautiful daughter of
the house, is killed. But Evelyn will not die just once. Until Aiden – one of the guests
summoned to Blackheath for the party – can solve her murder, the day will repeat itself, over
and over again. Every time ending with the fateful pistol shot. The only way to break this cycle
is to identify the killer. But each time the day begins again, Aiden wakes in the body of a
different guest. And someone is determined to prevent him ever escaping Blackheath... SELECTED
AS A BOOK OF THE YEAR BY THE GUARDIAN, I PAPER, FINANCIAL TIMES AND DAILY TELEGRAPH AND
CURRENTLY BEING ADAPTED BY NETFLIX INTO A SEVEN PART SERIES The mind-blowing new murder mystery
from Stuart Turton, The Devil and the Dark Water, is OUT NOW.
The groundbreaking and multiple award-winning national bestseller work about systemic racism,
education, the failure of the policing and justice systems, and Indigenous rights by Tanya
Talaga. Over the span of eleven years, seven Indigenous high school students died in Thunder
Bay, Ontario. They were hundreds of kilometres away from their families, forced to leave home
because there was no adequate high school on their reserves. Five were found dead in the rivers
surrounding Lake Superior, below a sacred Indigenous site. Using a sweeping narrative focusing
on the lives of the students, award-winning author Tanya Talaga delves into the history of this
northern city that has come to manifest Canada’s long struggle with human rights violations
against Indigenous communities.
What are the words we use to describe something that we never thought we'd have to describe? In
Seven American Deaths and Disasters, Kenneth Goldsmith transcribes historic radio and television
reports of national tragedies as they unfurl, revealing an extraordinarily rich linguistic
panorama of passionate description. Taking its title from the series of Andy Warhol paintings by
the same name, Goldsmith recasts the mundane as the iconic, creating a series of prose poems
that encapsulate seven pivotal moments in recent American history: the John F. Kennedy, Robert
F. Kennedy, and John Lennon assassinations, the space shuttle Challenger disaster, the Columbine
shootings, 9/11, and the death of Michael Jackson. While we've become accustomed to watching
endless reruns of these tragic spectacles—often to the point of cliché—once rendered in text,
they become unfamiliar, and revealing new dimensions emerge. Impartial reportage is revealed to
be laced with subjectivity, bias, mystery, second-guessing, and, in many cases, white-knuckled
fear. Part nostalgia, part myth, these words render pivotal moments in American history through
the communal lens of media.
And Then There Were None
The 7 1/2 Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle
In at the Deep End
The Many Deaths of Laila Starr

The next shot from Cupid's bow may be fatal in USA Today bestselling, Agatha Award-winning author Ellen Byron's hearty and delightful
seventh Cajun Country mystery. In Pelican, Louisiana, Valentine's Day has a way of warming the heart, despite the February chill. But the
air at Crozat Plantation B&B turns decidedly frigid when celebrity chef Phillippe Chanson checks in. And when the arrogant Phillippe--in
town to open his newest Cajun-themed restaurant--perishes in a fiery boat crash, Maggie Crozat's dear friend JJ lands in very cold water.
Did JJ, proprietor of Junie's Oyster Bar and Dance Hall, murder Phillippe because he feared the competition? Might Maggie's mother,
Ninette, have bumped off the chef for stealing one of her cherished recipes? Or was the culprit a local seafood vendor, miffed because
Phillippe was somehow able to sell oysters for a remarkably reasonable price, despite an oyster shortage? Maggie had planned to devote her
February to art lessons in New Orleans, a present from her sweetheart, Bo. But now she has to focus on helping her friend and her mother
cross a murder charge off the menu. Meanwhile, Maggie receives a series of anonymous gifts that begin as charming but grow increasingly
disturbing. Does Maggie have an admirer--or a stalker? And are these mysterious gifts somehow related to Phillippe's murder? Blood may
be thicker than water, but this case is thicker than gumbo. And solving it will determine whether Maggie gets hearts and roses--or hearse
and lilies--this Valentine's Day.
"A compulsive page-turner with a shocking twist--get ready to stay up all night!" --Sara Shepard, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Pretty Little Liars "Fatal Attraction meets Big Little Lies." --Kirkus Reviews Gabe and Elyse have never met. But they both have something to
hide. Quiet, shy Elyse can't believe it when she's cast as the lead in her Portland high school's production of Romeo and Juliet. Her best
friend, Brynn, is usually the star, and Elyse isn't sure she's up to the task. But when someone at rehearsals starts to catch her eye--someone
she knows she absolutely shouldn't be with--she can't help but be pulled into the spotlight. Austin native Gabe is contemplating the
unthinkable--breaking up with Sasha, his headstrong, popular girlfriend. She's not going to let him slip through her fingers, though, and
when rumors start to circulate around school, he knows she has the power to change his life forever. Gabe and Elyse both make the mistake
of falling for the wrong person, and falling hard. Told in parallel narratives, this twisty, shocking story shows how one bad choice can lead
to a spiral of unforeseen consequences that not everyone will survive.
Rosamond Lehmann’s enduring classic, told from the point of view of its seventeen-year-old heroine, who has been invited to her first
dance Today is Olivia Curtis’s seventeenth birthday. In exactly one week, she will attend her first dance. She is thrilled . . . and terrified.
Will Tony Heriot ask her to dance? Will he even remember that they once attended the same costume party? What will she wear?
Something bright and beautiful—red silk? In the handsome diary she receives as a gift, Olivia shares her innermost doubts and fears—about
her pretty, confident older sister, Kate, her precocious baby brother, James, her eccentric country neighbors, and of course, the upcoming
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party, which she is sure will be the crowning event of her young life. Divided into three parts—Olivia’s birthday, the day leading up to the
party, and the breathtaking event itself—Invitation to the Waltz masterfully captures the conflicting emotions of a teenager on the threshold
of womanhood. Will this be the night when all of Olivia’s dreams come true?
A brilliantly original high concept murder mystery from a fantastic new talent: Gosford Park meets Agatha Christie's Murder on the Orient
Express 'Somebody's going to be murdered at the ball tonight. It won't appear to be a murder and so the murderer won't be caught. Rectify
that injustice and I'll show you the way out.' It is meant to be a celebration but it ends in tragedy. As fireworks explode overhead, Evelyn
Hardcastle, the young and beautiful daughter of the house, is killed. But Evelyn will not die just once. Until Aiden – one of the guests
summoned to Blackheath for the party – can solve her murder, the day will repeat itself, over and over again. Every time ending with the
fateful pistol shot. The only way to break this cycle is to identify the killer. But each time the day begins again, Aiden wakes in the body of a
different guest. And someone is determined to prevent him ever escaping Blackheath...
Five Days at Memorial
The Beautiful Land
Life and Death in a Storm-ravaged Hospital
Scarpetta (Book 7)
A Novel
It's 1634 and Samuel Pipps, the world's greatest detective, is being transported to Amsterdam to be tried for a crime he may, or may not, have
committed. But no sooner is the Saardam out to sea than devilry begins to blight the voyage. Strange symbols appear on the sails. Livestock
are slaughtered. Ominous whispers travel throughout the crowded decks. And then comes the first murder. With Pipps imprisoned in the
depths of the ship, can his loyal bodyguard, Arent Hayes, solve the mystery before the ship descends into anarchy?
Pathologist Toni Day is faced with a situation most pathologists only joke about. Beulah Pritchard comes back to life on her autopsy table.
Beulah was a coworker of Toni’s at Cascade Perrine Regional Medical Center, where she was known as a merciless gossip, happiest to
attack female doctors with slander and lies. Beulah drove her car off a snow-covered road with her husband’s dead body in the trunk. Although
Beulah survived her injuries and hypothermia, she died, only to come alive on Toni’s table—and die again. Beulah’s estranged sister threatens
to sue both Toni and the hospital for wrongful death, but it’s soon apparent both Beulah and her husband were murdered. To save her career
and the hospital, Toni investigates the mysterious deaths of Mr. and Mrs. Pritchard. Her inquiries uncover a decades-old scheme of
embezzlement, blackmail, and more. Soon, someone is on Toni’s tail: the killer, desperate to stop the curious pathologist from uncovering the
truth. In order to stay alive, Toni must confront a vicious and clever murderer who will do anything to keep the past under wraps.
"My name is Emma Cartwright. Three years ago I was Susan Webster, and I murdered my twelve-week-old son Dylan. I was sent to Oakdale
Psychiatric Institute for my crime, and four weeks ago I was released early on parole with a new identity, address, and a chance to rebuild my
tattered life. This morning, I received an envelope addressed to Susan Webster. Inside it was a photograph of a toddler called Dylan. Now I am
questioning everything I believe because if I have no memory of the event, how can I truly believe he's dead?"-When Eve Springer arrives to join the Songbirds it’s the fulfillment of her lifelong dream. But that dream is soon to become a nightmare.
Somebody is murdering the Songbirds, using their own instruments as weapons. Will Eve be next? “Passionate, overwhelming, a classic
thriller with a rock rhythm.” — Ernesto Gastaldi, screenwriter of So Sweet… So Perverse "I read this story with ever-increasing interest. The
dynamics and tension felt reminiscent of my thriller films from the 70s and 80s, which have been appreciated by many American directors such
as Quentin Tarantino. It would make a great film for lovers of the genre. Ottimo intrigo!" — Sergio Martino, director of All the Colors of the Dark
and Torso "Intricately plotted in the classic giallo style, with plot twists and murders galore. John Everson has written a thriller that is sure to
appeal to devotees of lurid Italian mystery thrillers." — Troy Howarth, author of So Deadly, So Perverse: 50 Years of Italian Giallo Films
Somebody is murdering the Songbirds… A modern Giallo, Everson's homage to the stylish Italian mystery thrillers. When Eve Springer arrives
in Belgium to study with the world-famous Prof. Ernest Von Klein at The Eyrie, an exclusive music conservatory, it’s the fulfillment of a lifelong
dream. But that dream is soon to become a nightmare. When the star of the school’s piano program is strangled with a piano wire, the only
clue to the killer is a grainy picture of the victim during her final moments, mouth wide and screaming, posted on the girl’s own Facebook
account, alongside a classic music video. What does it mean? Eve soon finds herself taking the girl’s place as the enclave’s star pupil, in line
for a coveted scholarship and a new member of the famed jazz combo, the Songbirds. When Eve is drugged and another Songbird murdered
at a campus party, she suddenly finds herself on the list of suspects. Another picture is posted online of the victim in her final moments, and
this time, Eve is sure the hands around the girl’s throat… are hers! Could she have killed the girl while under the influence of whatever
someone had slipped in her drink? The police and others at the Eyrie are suspicious; the murders began when she arrived. Her new boyfriend
Richard insists that she could not be the killer. But who would want the Songbirds dead? One of the other Songbirds, like Gianna, the snarky
sax player who seems to hate everyone? Or Philip, the creepy building caretaker and occasional night watchman? Or could it be Prof. Von
Klein himself, who seems very handy with a camera and has a secret locked room behind his office where the light always seems to be on
after dark? Whoever it is, Eve knows she needs to figure it out. Because when a dead canary is left as a bloody message on the keys of her
piano, she knows her own life may be in deadly danger. FLAME TREE PRESS is the imprint of long-standing Independent Flame Tree
Publishing, dedicated to full-length original fiction in the horror and suspense, science fiction & fantasy, and crime / mystery / thriller categories.
The list brings together fantastic new authors and the more established; the award winners, and exciting, original voices.
Cajun Kiss of Death
The Seven Deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle
Death Comes as the End
The Devil and the Dark Water
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